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Sentry Management:

Welcome to our new format!
At the end of 2021, our former newsletter publisher let us know that the
price of our physically printed newsletter was going to become more
expensive, and were no longer going to be offering delivery services,
due to a lack of advertising revenue. The Board of Directors made the
decision to go to a completely online format, with hopes that
residents would still be able to access information, but without the
cost and environmental impact of a physical newsletter. We'd like to
send a huge "thank you" to Wendy Vespucci, who maintained and
worked so hard to get relevant and valuable content for the former
newsletter from its creation.
We plan to be able to present this online newsletter every other
month, starting with this issue. If you have any subjects or information
you'd like to see here, please email khrysti@heritageplace2.com

Brightline Rail Route Change!
There has been some very welcome news
for commuters! It appears that the Brightline
route has been changed to stay on SR528 to
the Airport with a stop at the Orange County
Convention Center before heading to Disney.
The previous route was set to run along SR417, but after much
debate and hard work from several residents and businesses,
the plan has been changed. What began as an exclusive
corridor for passenger rail from Orlando International Airport to
Disney World and Tampa is shifting toward more regional
coverage that would connect to SunRail commuter trains from
the airport to SunRail’s current north-south tracks, the Orange
County Convention Center and South International Drive.
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Recycling & You!

Recycling is required by Orange County Code. To reduce the amount of garbage in the recycling stream, the
Orange County Utilities Solid Waste Division encourages residents to "Think 5" by focusing on the top five
recyclable items—plastic, metal, and glass containers, as well as cardboard and paper. The overall goal is to
help raise awareness about good recycling habits.
Place only these recyclable items in the roll cart with the blue lid:

PLASTIC
Bottles, jugs, and tubs labeled #1 - #5
METAL CANS
Tin, aluminum, and steel
GLASS
Bottles and jars
CARDBOARD
Flattened corrugated boxes

PAPER

Newspapers and advertisements
Paper bags
Junk mail
Magazines and catalogs
Office/note paper
Phone books
Cereal/shoe/drink boxes
Milk/juice cartons

Trees & Their Importance to Our Neighborhood

Unless you live under a rock, you probably have noticed that the summers are getting hotter, and will
only continue to get worse, with blistering, dangerous temperatures. This is a dangerous situation that
affects us all. One of the few reliefs to the blistering heat are the shade trees that were planted in
Heritage Place 2 December 2002, meaning that the 20th anniversary of their planting is coming up.
The Streetscape program was a collaboration between
Orange County and UFIFAS (University of Florida Institute of
Food and Agricultural Sciences). The retail value of the trees at
that time was approximately $20,000 (200 trees x $100 ea).
While trees may add a little extra yard work in occasional
raking and trimming, their benefits by far outweigh the chores.
Did you know that, according to First Energy, a mature shade
tree can reduce a home’s cooling consumption by up to 25%?
If you have a tree (especially in the median grass in front of
your home), there are several things to keep in mind:
The trees in the easement in front of each house were planted by Orange County, and are the property of
Orange County. They cannot be removed without permission of the ARC and a permit from the County.
Because of the impact removing these trees causes, the ARC does not approve of removal unless the tree is
being replaced by another shade tree of like kind and size - in order to preserve the tree-lined street canopy
intended by the program.
Trees require periodic maintenance, just like our lawns and shrubs. A well-maintained tree will be more stormresistant and allow your lawn to thrive underneath. If you are unsure about proper pruning techniques consult
a licensed arborist or tree service company. It has taken years for these trees to grow their canopy, and will
take years to recover from a cheap cut.
Per our bylaws (Page 17 of the Covenants, Sections 25 & 26) :
Any tree over 4 inches in diameter cannot be removed without approval of the Architectural Committee.
The covenants charge the ARC with the responsibility of replacing the tree if the owner fails to do so.
According to section 26, anyone violating section 25 "will be required to replace such trees with trees of like
kind, size and condition" within 30 days of demand by the ARC. Failure to do so shall cause the ARC to plant
suitable replacement and the cost thereof shall be a lien against the property.
If the tree is affecting the sidewalk, residents should call 3-1-1 to request sidewalk repair.
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Trees (Continued)

If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to Paula Echevarry at Pechevarry@sentry.com
Remember:
Benefits of these trees include not just shade, but they reduce soil erosion, purify pollutants from the air, reduce
the amount of watering needed, provide habitat for birds and wildlife, and add value to all homes in the
community.
Please see the original article from the Sept 2003 issue of the Heritage Happenings regarding the beginnings of
Streetscape! (Thanks to Wendy V!)
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Why a Home Owners Association is Important
(from the Cranberry Township website)

There are lots of reasons, and one very important one is to maintain the property values of that specific
development, plan or neighborhood. When a person purchases land in that plan with those kinds of
characteristics with an HOA and covenants they are then legally responsible for complying with those
covenants.There are several ways homeowners manage the affairs of their HOA. The elected Board can
manage the business of the HOA as volunteers or hire a management and/or contractors to perform the
duties as established by their members. Often, that arrangement can be a combination of volunteers and
contractors. Regardless of how the duties and tasks are completed, it is the responsibility of the property
owners in that plan to govern the affairs of the HOA.
We asked several professionals in the real estate business to address the importance of maintaining an
effective HOA, and here are their responses:
1. Legal Concerns:
a. The property owners have the ability to determine the composition of
the HOA governing board and how the business of the HOA is managed
on a day to day basis.
b. The property owners who purchased homes in that plan have an
expectation the covenants will be enforced by the HOA to protect their
values and the conditions under which they purchased their property.
Failure to comply with those responsibilities subjects individual property
owners to legal action to enforce those responsibilities.
c. If there are covenants that regulate items such as outside storage
facilities, architectural reviews on additions, use restrictions such as
vehicle parking a commercial vehicles and the administration of
those responsibilities seized to occur, there is a very strong probability
the values of the properties in that plan could be negatively affected.

2. Resale and Real Estate Issues:
a. Houses arguably are worth more with covenants.
b. Potential delay of closings. Properties within a plan managed by a HOA
have certain conditions that must be met prior to transfer of deed and
the HOA has a role in that transaction. If the HOA is non‐functioning, the
transfer of property may not be possible.
c. HOAs are typically not a determent to home buyers. Home buyers
moving into the area and wanting additional assurances of
maintaining certain characteristics know that that HOA is to protect the
aesthetics and character of the development.
d. The HOA fees are usually very nominal and reflective of the value
offered by the HOA, therefore, not a financial burden.
e. The additional control over the use of private property by an HOA is not
forced upon the buyer, as they voluntarily agreed to those conditions at
the time they purchased that property through their covenants.
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LOCAL DIRECTORY
Important Phone Numbers for Residents

Garbage
&
Recycling
Schedule
Wednesday
Garbage
(Green Lid)
Thursday
Recycling
(Blue Lid)
Bulk Items
Yard Waste
Reminder:
Containers must be placed
curbside by 6am and
removed by 6pm on
collection day. 3 feet of
clearance is required on
all sides. containers must
be stored in the garage
or out of street view on
non-collection days

Sentry Management
407-846-6323
Orange County Sheriff's Office
Emergency
911
Non-Emergency
407-836-4357
Sector 4 Substation
407-836-3770
Crimeline
407-423-TIPS (8477)
Homeland Security
407-254-7100
Orange County Services
311
Orange County Fire Rescue
407-737-2444
Florida Highway Patrol (Orange Co) 407-737-2200
Orange County Public Schools
407-317-3463
Orange County Utilities
(Customer Service)
407-836-5515
Report Water Emergency
407-836-2777
Duke Energy
Customer Service
407-629-1010
Streetlight Outage
800-700-8744
Power Outage
800-432-4770
Digging? Call First!
800-432-4770
FEMA
800-621-FEMA (3362)
Fish & Wildlife Commission
407-275-4150
Spectrum
855-222-0102
Expressway Authority/EPass
407-823-7277
Traffic Info Hotline
511
Lynx Bus Information
407-841-2279
Post Office- Wetherbee Location
407-855-6568
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